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REVIEW

The layout of the zine takes on a ‘bar menu’ format which we hope will take
the reader on a slightly more unique journey. Although we’re keen to perhaps
explore the mainstream A4 double page spread, we decided to shape the format
in a way allusive to a digital article layout (originating from our current blog).
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The asymmetry thesis is wrong because its premise and conclusion
rest on the idea that there is either a ‘self’ or ‘soul’ which is hurt or
sold.
The moralising of prostitution rests on integrated religious ideals
(Kuo,2002, 42) and there is

which incorporate one’s morality or ‘soul’

no strictly secular way to argue that prostitution violates personhood.

Regulated, consensual prostitution cannot be equated to the literal
sale or damage of body parts such as kidneys because one’s sexuality is
a capacity. If traditional ideals of feminine purity were dismissed and
female sexuality was normalised, commercial sex would be comparable
to other occupations.
Some people will emphasise that the prostitute is penetrated,
yet this is not a sufficient condition of prostitution as there are
cases of medical test subjects paid to be experimented on through
penetration.
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For example, a gynaecological practitioner could

teach medical students how to perform vaginal inspections by volunteering her own body as a test subject.

In this case, she is allowing physical contact to her private parts
Her position facilitates

for money but is not considered a prostitute.

the kind of mental detachment also common in prostitution where a
woman participates in a sexual act solely for money rather than pleasure.

Problems with Prostitution: Loss of Autonomy Due to CoerAlienation

cion and

However, even if prostitution is not technically different to other

occupations, some women report that it is alienating as they struggle
with their sense of self. In the documentary

Tricked (Wasson and
Wells, 2013), a former prostitute refers to her past self as someone
other than herself.

A former prostitute’s mentality leads to a dysfunctional sexuality
directly caused by the emotional and physical abuse she has experienced (Anderson, 2006). With money often being given to her pimp
rather than to her, she may feel she literally sells herself. Usual jobs
do not involve such alienation to one’s fundamental human capacities
(their bodily use).
What is wrong with prostitution is that it supports the engrained
Pros-

belief that women service men who have higher sexual appetites.

titution perpetuates gender imbalance and inequality despite the fact
that some women freely choose to prostitute, and perhaps it is not as
easy to normalise as

Kuo hopes.

By normalising and regulating prostitution, female sexuality

should be de-stigmatised due to the moral right to self-sovereignty (de

Marneffe, 2013).

The problems with Prostitution:
Inherent or Relative?

Prostitution is defined as selling the private performance

of specified acts of a sexual nature with intent to cause sexual
arousal in the client.

This involves both implicit and explicit
agreement regarding access to the body of the seller.
The sale must involve a contract specifying the items of
exchange, such as the specific services and costs.
While prostitution as an experience will differ depending
on the cultural context and will be better or worse, there is
nothing essentially wrong with the act of prostitution under
consensual conditions where the woman is not coerced through
force or monetary need.

That greater stigma of prostitution

leads to greater harm for feminist concerns even if it may
sometimes enact a system that perpetuates harm and gender
hierarchies.

There are problems within prostitution, however criminalising it will lead to far worse consequences for the victim (the
prostitute) and the problems within prostitution must be solved
rather than targeting the concept as an intrinsic wrong.
It has been glamourised in series like Harlots and movies
like Pretty Woman , warped into a cheesy fairy tale full of
scandal, sex and an ultimately happy ending with Prince Charming in tow. We’ve all joked about wanting a sugar daddy at this
point, but the reality is far uglier.
However, the real question remains; what is actually wrong
with the concept of prostitution in itself?
The Asymmetry Thesis and Essentialist Objections to

Prostitution

Markets in reproduction and sex are asymmetric and incomparable to other labour markets, such as sex counselling or
therapy. Therefore, the commercial modification of sex itself
constitutes harm, rather than merely being the cause of it.
Our bodies are vital to realise our sense of self. Wide-

spread prostitution promotes inferior forms of personhood as,
by selling herself, the prostitute transforms from a person to

Editor’s Note
Creating this zine for the Warwick small press publishing module has
Sure,
it began as just a final project, but for me and my friends who created our
website/blog, it was a chance to create our first ever zine for My Goddess
Complex. My Goddess Complex began almost two years ago in the third
term of our first year at Warwick after we had finished our first set of
university exams and were feeling liberated and powerful (and, also, brimming
with creativity). Basing it on lifestyle, art, music, fashion, and culture, we
started as a blog on WordPress with our own domain and decided to make
social media platforms to create something of a brand on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Just recently we hit the 50 articles posted online mark,
having taken needed breaks in term time, but we always took the approach of
writing when we feel like we want to or have something to say on a topic. This
been inspiring, well-motivated, and truly a good opportunity all round.

way we never feel pressured under unnecessary deadlines we would give to

ourselves and can write as much or as little as we would like and self-publish.

Having done this, the small press module has been the perfect insight

into the physical publishing aspect of the editorial world, and motivated

our career goals of becoming professional editors; but, of course we have
societies for practice for now.

Beginning the zine was a team effort, with a circle of friends into creative
projects, we were lucky to have friendly faces that were only happy to contribute art work and written pieces whilst we would still go on to edit, design
and include our own articles in the zine too. My only previous experience
where zines are concerned was co-editing a small scale first attempted zine
for a friend’s own project called Grapefruit Soup. I only contributed with a
book review and the digital aesthetic on that instance however, so, you could
say I was apprehensive on how this would go. Luckily, I had at least some
InDesign knowledge from the University newspaper, which is honestly better
than none with that app under timed situations. So, I tried using InDesign and
Photoshop to design one of our editions of this zine as we have created two.
I also visited the Nottingham Zine Library in the Christmas holidays with
my friend from his other project, and found some much needed inspiration in
creating this one. Maya and I knew that if we were going to be political then
we would definitely go towards a feminist zine. Having written articles under
the umbrella of feminism on My Goddess Complex it seemed appropriate and
ever so relevant that we thematise the zine to a movement we feel strongly
about.

This zine is not just about a one-dimensional feminism but about a true

equal feminism inclusive to all with awareness of intersectionality and men as
feminists too.

P.S For my first editor’s note, I really enjoyed writing this like spewing
my inner monologue. Well, I hope you enjoy the zine as much as we do and
thank you to the contributors.

a thing, rather than an employee.

Jill

Editor’s Note p.2
When the time came for Jill and I to erect two editions of our first ever My Goddess Com-

plex zine, a special issue dedicated to embracing both feminism and intersectionality, I was gifted a

chance to reflect on our unanimous conceptualisation of this small press project as situated both in

history and in the quaint bubble of Warwick campus. After being exposed to the historical context of
subversive zine history, specifically the Riot Grrrl Press era and DIY self publishing which resists

the commercial imperatives of conglomerate hierarchies, I mentally situated our creation in a cultural
and historical context. By creating a blog, we enabled our wish to write freely and design a personal
image without the somewhat editorial censorship that comes from submitting to the more mainstream

University Newspapers or magazines. The same ethics and aesthetics that went into the production
of 20th century zines, whereby marginalised young adults hand produced a literary revolution, was
channelled into ours albeit in a different setting.
It also coincided with our own determination to encourage everyone we know to write for us- you

don’t have to be an expert to make an author or to seize the means of reproduction. Authorship is a

social relation more than an identity, as both publishers and authors are reliant on each other for
production despite their different perspectives (reference). The process of editing this zine and its

articles, both by myself and others, required far more critical engagement on my behalf in contrast

to the exploratory freedom I exhibited when writing for the blog as an author. Although we don’t ac-

tively intend to sabotage the 21st century’s culture of hierarchy and privilege as intently as the zines
which emerged from the punk movement, we want to follow in the light of current blogs and zines

such as Jezebel and The Bitch in both a digital and print outlet. No topic and no identity is off limits.

The process of both designing and editing a somewhat literary based ‘magazine’ with InDesign,
Photoshop and Publisher required us to form a balance between the editorial aim of celebrating

individuality and culture through a lens of absolute inclusion with the more artistic background of

incorporating an already established, extremely feminine image as a motif. This balance was struck by
combining relatively ‘serious’ topical articles with our current mascot: Venus (Aphrodite), goddess
of love, beauty, pleasure and procreation. Although our ultimate aim is to produce all of our own

images through graphic design, illustration and photography, I was inspired by contemporary graphic
designer Ege Islekel who I discovered through art pages on the social media Instagram. He subjects

infamous figures to modern circumstances in a series of cleverly manipulated images. Venus is placed in
different modern settings (running on a treadmill, wearing makeup and getting plastic surgery) which

resonated with us- contemporary standards of femininity are satirically exaggerated. Although I may
be reading into this too deeply, I interpreted the illustration as a comment on the hollow superficiality of modern life. Even a symbol of purity, love and transcendence (a goddess) succumbs to the
artificial criteria used to navigate today’s culture of social desirability. The juxtaposition of the

classic icon with the modern canvas parallels the way in which we aim to tackle larger, sometimes
philosophical, questions from a 21st century perspective.

The shocking pink of the cover image has the potential ‘danger’ to ostracise anyone with a

slightly more fragile masculinity, but we chose to embrace this stereotype in order to make a point

even louder than the particularly bold shade of fuchsia selected. The full size Venus on the cover

metaphorically encapsulates the entire zine as a stereotypically gendered, feminine object- an ‘art

doll’ box meant to confine a plastic, socially desirable replica of a woman into plasticised prison for
children to open and continue to be influenced by. Not only is Venus’ body type, viewed as perfection
centuries ago, a subversion of the Barbie Doll proportions which you expect to be placed in the

box, but her stature is far less passive than other female counterparts in art, such as The Sleeping

Ariadne who is helplessly lying down on a chaise, lethargically exposing her body.

Although we’re calling it a zine, the object’s format and intersectional aim is reminiscent of a

pamphlet’s. Our design takes up one third of A3 per page and even though it differs from the popular
octavo fold of most pamphlets, the rectangular pages may remind one of a leaflet or hand out.

Pamphlets exercise social influence as they assist in the formation of critical debate and help build
foundations of intellectual and moral communities, particularly after the pamphlet wars. Pamphlets have political and polemical uses in their production and material form (Raymond 4 theses of
pamphlets). This is an aspect that has been brought to zines and even social media platforms. we’re
always open to expanding our mindsets and having our views challenged, so don’t let our opinions deter
you from submission. This website is indeed a ‘safe space’ for people of all race, gender, origin and
sexual orientation. However, ultimately, we hope to do more than just that...
Maya

Read more at:
https://mygoddesscomplex.com/2019/01/06/feminist-manifestos-zine/

A Feminist Theory: Sexualisation

Occasionally men sexualise women everyday in objec-

tifying us by reducing us to just our bodies and sexual

organs. It’s come to my realisation that as women we are

conditioned to yield to the ways of society and even enjoy
being objectified by partners and love interests, as a result of the remnants of the patriarchy today.

If any man in general were to leer at me, the feminist
in me would make me instantly repulsed; however, when
I find myself treated and talked to as a sexual object by
the man I’m interested in then suddenly my feminist brain
goes out the window, through the door, and not to be
seen faster than you could say ‘male gaze’.
Although dehumanising, being quite obviously regard-

ed as a sexual object can innocently seem alluring when

coming from a man one is involved with because we in fact
know that they do not solely see us in this light but re-

spect us as people and companions. In this way, perhaps I’m
not being a bad feminist for giving into objectifying lan-

guage in certain scenarios – in fact, it is precisely because
indulging in this behaviour is seen as ‘bad’ and demeaning
that it instantaneously becomes alluring.

Some may suggest that our enjoyment of objectification is in part born from growing up in traditional fami-

lies in such that some patriarchal values creep into our
upbringings and form part of our resignation to it.

Terms like “violate me” and the idea of being gripped

hard are similarly problematic on the surface, but when
done by a man one is involved with this can be welcomed
and even enjoyed perhaps because of the ‘taboo’, bad nature surrounding it. It just comes down to a matter of
personal preferences.

In a way it’s liberating to almost reclaim the power

back from the patriarchy and see ourselves as sexual god-

desses embracing female sexuality, rather than letting it
be used in a demeaning restricted fashion.

Words by Jill

A Transwoman’s Place Is A Woman’s Place

“A panel with 2 men and 2 men who identify as women is not 50/50.”
This is from a whatsapp group chat leaked by Buzzfeed.
It is the culmination of debate on how transwomen fit into feminist discussion,

debates that have often been silenced due to the contentious nature of the topic.

Saying that trans-women have or do benefit from male privilege is a dangerous
point to make. But it’s a discussion worth having.

I once had a day walking around Birmingham with my friend. I’ve been to
Birmingham before when my experience of presenting as a woman was limited to my
Campus bubble. No one bats an eyelid when I wear heels to lectures. But a full
face of makeup felt provocative outside my safe space. When I walked around with
my friend, she was approached by sexually aggressive men throughout the day. No
one approaches me. No one feels that they have the right to enter my personal
space and knowingly make me uncomfortable. Well they do, but it’s rare.
My experience of womanhood is very different from that of a cisgenI won’t call it male privilege though. I have

der woman and that much is clear.

to wonder when the term male privilege is used to distinguish me from cisgender
women, what we’re trying to achieve.

The perceived threat that trans ‘identifying’ men are going to make up half
No one will deny that we make up a small percentage of
the population and I wonder if this percentage is proportionate to any workforce.
of any panel is unjustified.

It’s been reported that 300 members of the Labour party have resigned
The Labour party has
not confirmed this number. It is an example of an argument I often hear. It is that
anyone can wear a dress and pretend to be a woman. Now they are free to enover the inclusion of transwomen in all women shortlists.

croach on women only spaces such as bathrooms and enjoy all the male privilege
their penises can provide.

Self-identifying is a word that comes up quite often. How do we really know you’re a
transwoman? Is how I interpret it. I guess I’m supposed to think they’re really targeting all
those men pretending to be transgender to get the special male privilege I enjoy.
Where is this legion of men dressing up to gain access to the Labour party? Where are
these panels where transwomen are over-represented? I am yet to see where are transwomen over represented where cisgender women are being denied access.
I have to be careful at times. I wonder if I am intruding into women only spaces. When I
Leamington Spa for using the women’s toilet, I felt
I had been mistreated. But when he said someone complained, I worried I had made another
woman uncomfortable. And that was not something I had anticipated, partly because it was
a student night at Smack. My friend who was present defended me, the bouncer threw his
hands into the air and told me to use whichever toilet I like. I didn’t say anything because
the truth is, when you look like me, a black boy, you don’t talk to people who can
assault you and get away with it. Another week I used whatever toilet I liked and I was
removed, this time the encounter was physical and unnecessary as I would have followed
the security guard to a quiet place and make my point. Luckily another friend was there. He
grabbed me, but spoke to her.
was reprimanded by nightclub security in

They had made it a policy that for a transgender person to use the toilet of their

preferred gender they would have to supply documents to prove that they were legally the
gender they identified as.

It’s strange for something so mundane like a toilet to be the centre of so much
I wonder if I need a lawyer with me whenever I use the toilet.

controversy.

Words by Ada Joy Osman

The very next day, an employee in a TV store shouted ‘excuse me’ moments
before I had reached home, having secretly followed me down the suburban
sunset of the street I lived on. He was attractive and friendly, and, after
finding out my age, he nobly settled on telling me I was beautiful and would
become an even more beautiful woman someday. Although I admit the 14 year
old me felt flattered, every time I walked past the store my stomach tied
itself in knots and twists almost on demand. I was rightfully paranoid that he
had metamorphosed into Big Brother, scrutinising the figure he had said was
‘amazing’ and the baby face he initially dismissed. At 20, I still subconsciously
find myself looking inside due to the fragment of validation I associated with
‘Richer Sounds’ and the same male employees that whistled when I walked
past.

But degradation doesn’t always come in such a validating form. This
year, the first day at my new workplace, an air-conditioned office of
sub-zero degrees and glass walls, I heard a gentle tap on the door.
Letting in ‘Ray the Fed Ex Guy’, he greeted me as ‘bubba’ after asking
me if I was new here with a half grin and twinkling little eyes. My desk, a
clean modern slate of cheap wood, was slightly farther than the two
other desks. He surveyed me as I sat back down at it, letting out a low
whistle accompanied by a throaty laugh. “They’ve placed you in the
naughty corner, haven’t they bubby?” My face masked humiliation as his
expression implied an innuendo. I hoped my blush was invisible under my
makeup to maintain composure and, caught off guard, I forced a polite
albeit confused acknowledgement as he told me he’d see me tomorrow.

My heart incrementally began to sink when I overheard my manager

mention that he delivers packages these packages….every. single. day.

I would see the smirking scab of that smile daily, would have someone
leer at me for at least five seconds every day. Although this would

happen anyway through the unappetising meze of street harassment,

knowing it was cemented into my daily routine turned my stomach more
than usual. But guess what makes it slightly tragi-comic? Everyone

loves him, he brightens their day and makes them laugh. He doesn’t call

me or the other female intern ‘baby’ in front of the others, but if he did
it seems they’d turn a blind eye and brush it off as ‘classic Ray’.

Intellectual dismissal is key here. Recently, when studying in the library, a boy my age asked me if the laptop I was sitting next to was mine.
When he looked at the screen that was filled with complicated mathematical equations, he answered for me with a laugh and cutting off any
sign of response: ‘Of course it’s not!’ He cozied up next to me to compliment my outfit with hopes it would charm me into a date that night.
I am simply describing the universal feeling of ‘smallness’ which

women are made to feel through mundane encounters with the opposite
gender. In layman’s terms, it’s the common sense knowledge of casual
sexism.

Words by Maya
Read more at: https://mygoddesscomplex.com/2018/12/26/to-

the-man-who-made-me-feel-small/

On the eve of my twentieth birthday, I felt a wave of superficial emotion
flood through me. I was excited for the day to come, the brunch which would
make us feel sophisticated- like adults. What nudged its ugly head into the corner of my mind was that I would have to once and for all navigate adulthood.
I felt ridiculous, like a cliché. An existential crisis over a birthday? How
original. The take-home message was that I would no longer be in helpless,
hapless girlhood.

Manifesto: Women are not Daisies
We believe that men should treat women with the same amount of

respect and decency like we’re brought up to treat them. Despite the

progress in feminism we believe that there is still a lot lacking in terms of
behaviour to women that needs to be changed.

Yet, no matter how ‘adult’ I felt, this feeling never failed to flicker, along

with the tremble in my usually steady step, upon simply turning the corner of
my street or doing a grocery shop.

To the man who Made me Feel Small

I’m talking about car beeps that make you jump out of your skin, lascivious

gawks from behind windows of white vans or wolf whistles and perverted comments that automatically hang your head, lower your gaze and take the ease

out of your gait when walking. It’s moments like walking home from Morrisons

after ten o’clock and finding out a strange man I vaguely recognise from inside

Stereotypes. They pervade society in the way we speak. The way we
act. The way we assume.

It has been shown that men respond more kindly and promptly when

treated coldly by us, but it should not have to take a game of distance and
mystery to get men to be kind to us consistently.

the store has parked his car metres away so that he could intercept me and
insist on giving me a ride home, pictures of his daughter in hand.

Active yet casual interventions in a woman’s life make her feel girlish and
vulnerable. She’s back in pig tails and lacy ankle socks and is being scolded by
her teacher. Or she becomes a housewife with curlers in her hair, reproached
for letting the dinner get cold.
When recently walking home from Morrisons, a noticeably tall man who I

vaguely recognised from inside the store was walking towards me on the side-

Men are entitled with their opinions, with some seeing them as facts

where we are never right; we do not see why this should be the case.

You should not be made to feel as though you should be quiet on your
thoughts and opinions as if they are invalid, because if men and women are
equal then our opinions should be listened to as well and not shut down,
dismissed and ignored.

walk. As soon as I walked past, my chest was slightly less tight and I audibly
relaxed. I had noticed him looking at me and was mentally verbalising a plea

for him to reciprocate my lack of eye contact. Too little, too late. As soon

When men are tired that is a good enough reason for them to not be in

as I passed him, he turned around and touched my arm, his mouth forming the

the mood for conversation, but when women are tired and in a bad mood we

saw me walking down the road and decided to park as soon as he could so he

because it’s the polite thing to do. Not shutting down a conversation and

carrying heavy bags.

in actions like these take superiority – we believe we should challenge

dreaded ‘excuse me miss’. He walked next to me all the way home, telling me he
could meet me and offer me a ride home- because I was ‘attractive’ and I was

He showed me pictures of his daughter and said I shared a name with her. I
was humouring him by answering his questions with lies and, only when I told him
I had a boyfriend (although persisting) did he begin to take no for an answer.
When I was 16, a van followed me home, shouting insulting ‘compliments’ before I sped into a short cut to my house. I hurried to the living room to kick my
shoes off and, having thought I saw it reverse away from my dead-end street,
I was alarmed to see the same blue vehicle trailing up and down for half an
hour. It was bizarre, so I curled up under a blanket morosely, staying clear of
the window with the irrational thought that he could see or smell me, like the
kid catcher in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.

still make some effort to talk to people when they initiate conversation

being short due to tiredness. Where we are patient, they are entitled and
this.

TAKE ACTION:
-Demand to be taken seriously as an equal being
-Remind them when they are being condescending
-And if all else fails, treat them like they treat us

Words by Jill

Manifesto: One of the Boys is Dead
We

are pursuing the evolution of a millennial feminist (or egalitarian) movement.

its nature a fundamental contributor to

Utilitarian

happiness.

However,

Equality

is in

it is the nuances of such an

overbearing movement which we seek to pay tribute to both in steady action and intent.

The

reserved for

Like

“NOT LIKE OTHER GIRLS”,
door, is alive and kicking.

concept of tom boys and girls that are

‘likable’

heroines and girls next

a wolf in sheep’s clothing, this breeds animosity between feminists

–

an innocent trope

A

‘serious’

as possible, dictating a man’s world within a woman’s sphere of autonomy.

physical display of traditionally

“feminine”

traits remains a

sexual attention and money especially in pop culture.

“I’m

not like other girls”

–

COVETED TOOL

to gain male

the

teenage girls trying to derive power by moving closer to masculinity.

women do not want to be immediately stereotyped as girly, or

“like

other girls”.

FEMININITY MEANS SHALLOW, NARCISSISTIC, DECADENT, DITSY, BITCHY, BOY CRAZY…
list drags on.
BUT

worthless.

attributing such characteristics to femininity devalues it, perpetuates the idea that it is

Girls

2017:

use this as a reason not to befriend other standard girls.

the tagline

“Woman”

is generally believed to be equally valuable to the historically

superior status of man- at least on paper anyway.

According

to

The Huffington Post,

But

is this only a formality?

two thirds of female politicians are littered with humiliatingly

sexist remarks concerning their appearance whilst political figures such as

Hilary Clinton

are expect-

ed to dress smartly in order to hold a firm ground of respect against their masculine counterparts.

In

other words, to hide any trace of their physicality under the least

and baggiest) pantsuits known to tailors.
adhering to hetero-normativity.

Yet,

The

“provocative” (aka

the driest

goal is to appear as masculine as possible whilst also

when she appeared wearing scant makeup on national television she was ironically ridiculed

for not keeping up appearances- in summary, women must keep up an ultra dry, sex-less image in order
to hold their ground.
image represents

“I

Yet,
us, right?

am this” and

“I

of course, must still be presentable and not too masculine because our

believe this” are not the same thing.

You

cannot label yourself a feminist yet

look down on certain women who you view as conformists to hetero-normativity.

Femininity,

both in men

and women, males and females alike, is not something that should be spurned. It is a character trait
that is labelled as something it isn’t and is valuable unto itself.

If

you find yourself saying

‘I’m

not like other girls’, simply look further.

Doc Martens,

You

are sure to find an

FIFA 19. Both anecdotally and statistically, you will realise that the world is a small place full of cis-gender
‘masculine’ girls who call themselves ‘one of the boys’. Therefore, you’re no special flower
or ray of light. Your uniqueness doesn’t draw from that.
array of people who identify as girls yet also like

men and femininity to females also leads to unjust discrimination against
men.

Men are inextricably tied up in the impacts of patriarchy and would
greatly, if not equally, benefit from feminist activism that subverts traditional gender tropes alongside women.
Feminist concerns and arguments against male inclusion:
The unconscious bias present in most individuals means that men lack
strong incentives to spread feminist knowledge and understand gendered
power relations deeply.

Separating themselves from the status quo of what being a girl, being “feminine” is > to be taken
seriously. In this new age era, it is acceptable – even ‘cool’ – to be a woman with stereo-typically
masculine qualities, hobbies and pleasures – you get listened to, not looked at.
BUT,

such traditional gender roles based on the assignment of masculinity to

between those who sup-

port women’s choices to remain true to themselves as they wish to be, and those who believe we must
appear as

In contrast, those in touch with their emotional sensitivity have felt
reward and satisfaction (Van Der Gaag 2014). The wider societal harm of

pizza and

Masculinity does not make you stronger. And it does not necessarily make you a boy. Therefore ‘one of the boys’, a phrase coined by hipsters and bad feminists, needs to die along with
the sneering derision with which feminine people are regarded.
Words by Maya

While women’s discourse is not secured as fem-

inist in virtue of their gender, the reality of their lived experience as
objects of oppression is politically negotiable
a way a man’s discourse is not.

(Jardine and Smith 1987) in

Arguably, men’s status of lacking direct experience makes male femEven

inist discourse a reflection of domination and “social maleness”.

male feminist academics have a limited conception of the most demanding
aspects of feminism as they lack insightful knowledge of the reality of
patriarchal harms, and even the patriarchal elements in a woman’s self

understanding, that are integrated into key feminist knowledge and analysis.

Under-privileged Men:
Nevertheless, not all who fall under the category ‘men’ have equal

privilege to that of a straight, cisgender, middle class white man.

The view that men’s relation to feminism is impossible politically
(Jardine and Smith 1987) is reductionist as not all men are representative
of the ‘oppressor group’ and are in fact victims of institutional oppression themselves. This is due to homophobic, transphobic or racialized
discrimination that closely aligns with the overriding aim of feminism:
equality and the dismantlement of oppression.
The patriarchy should not be equated with ‘men’. It is a male privi-

leged and dominated society that both genders participate in which centres around control and female oppression

(Van Der Gaag 2014).

It therefore also effects men outside the sphere of traditional male
privilege. For example, LGBTI issues that affect gay and trans men are
interlinked with the same notions of masculinity that also effect women.
They are viewed as more naturally ‘feminine’, either in sexuality, character or body, and are victims of violence and harassment, even in the
Western world.
It is limiting to confine all men solely to the privileged role of opHowever, feminism should be most focused on tackling women’s
issues and including male feminism could detract from this.
pressor.
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Can Men Really be Femininsts?

Although many may litter me with objections, I would

like to operate on the assumption that feminism is a stand-in
word for ‘egalitarianism’

– but with a more focused appeal
to gender inequality, which is what gives it it’s linguistically controversial power.

Older Feminists argue that men are not able to be feminists because they represent a face of privilege and oppression. However, I argue that this ignores the fundamental
role men play in achieving the equality at the heart of
feminism.

If one’s focus of feminism is on achieving equality and
fighting oppression, then men should be considered ‘feminists’. The key reason men can and ought to be feminists is
due to the direct benefits on societal perceptions of masculinity as well as on their own lives which their advocacy
of the movement will bring; the patriarchy is damaging to
both genders.

Issues such as reductionism in excluding men
from feminism need to be brought to light because underprivileged groups of men face a form of oppression closely
linked with female oppression which means that being a
woman is not required to face a similar oppression that can
be targeted by feminism.

However, lived experience is also an important factor for feminism. Perhaps, we should question whether one must be a ‘woman’
in some sense in order to label themselves as a feminist. What
troubles me so is that complete male inclusion within the feminist
movement could take up the political space needed to make women’s
voices heard.

How Feminism Benefits and is important to Men:
In the modern day, it is easier and even encouraged for women
to access the male world, superficially through clothing as well
as traditionally masculine character traits, than it is for her male
counterpart who is indoctrinated, along with women, to accept the
superiority of the masculine ‘ideal’.
Males who do not conform to gender norms and act noticeably
‘feminine’ or ‘androgynous’ are often shamed societally through
the ‘real boys don’t cry’ attitude (Van Der Gaag 2014) which stipulates notions of toughness and detachment that come with the
expectations of maintaining the role of provider and protector.

Sexism therefore results in psychological and even physical
impacts on both men who subvert such aspects of dominance, such
as stay at home fathers who are made to feel emasculated, as well
as typically ‘traditional’ men who maintain a strictly masculine
façade. In the latter case, the ability to seek emotional and even
medical support, embrace fatherhood or connect with partners is
significantly impaired due to the pervasive toxic masculinity that
men are encouraged to harbour.

Femininity is Not a Weakness

Egalitarianism. Feminisim. Humanism. Common-Sense. Whatever label you brand
You cannot claim to endorse
gender equality yet be cynical about femininity. Such stated ideologies often act as
tools to endorse ignorance as one screams ‘political correctness’ into the synthetic
abyss of pc culture.
yourself with, it simply acts as a veil for your dogmas.

Femininity is cherished but, simultaneously, is easily dismissed. Like sex, being
Exaggerated
curves, pouty lips, Rapunzel-esque (and likely artificial) hair is coveted by the media
in hopes of drawing in viewers like moths to a flame. Thus, young girls are socially
conditioned to mould their appearance into some construction of the ‘feminine ideal’
which models, actresses, Kardashians and now ‘Instagram girls’ shove down our
throats daily.
feminine sells but is rarely taken seriously farther than meets the eye.

Fashion, Facetune and filters mentally stimulate us to associate the feminine with
However, different contexts produce different reactions.

the beautiful.

In 2017 the tagline ‘Woman’ is generally believed to be equally valuable to
But is this only a
formality?
the historically superior status of man- at least on paper anyway.

According to The Huffington Post, two thirds of female politicians are littered
with humiliatingly sexist remarks concerning their appearance whilst political figures
such as

Hilary Clinton are expected to dress smartly in order to hold a firm ground

of respect against their masculine counterparts. In other words, to hide any trace of
their physicality under the least ‘provocative’ (aka the driest and baggiest) pantsuits
known to tailors.

The goal is to appear as masculine as possible whilst also adhering
to hetero-normativity.
Yet, when she appeared wearing scant makeup on national television she was
ironically ridiculed for not keeping up appearances- in summary, women must keep up
an ultra dry, sex-less image in order to hold their ground. Yet, of course, must still
be presentable and not too masculine because our image represents us, right?
And, in the wrong context, femininity offends. Let us cast our minds back to
UN
ambassador- both at a conference and a more recent meeting with the Archbishop
of Canterbury. The fine line between being seen as vulgar and as quintessentially
possessing feminine traits isn’t just blurred; it’s already been erased.
the time when Angelina Jolie’s nipples gained more focus than her words as a

It seems that femininity confines women to a less respectable position. As a run
of the mill ‘girly’ girl I was once told “I didn’t know you were that smart” by the
class ‘know it all’. And on a trip to Oxford University, being the first one from my
group to arrive, I waited in the foyer alone only to have one of the staff, a middle
aged man, look me up and down, from my waist long hair to my a line skirt, and ask me
if I was sure I was in the right place- Topshop was just down the street, couldn’t I
guess from his condescending smirk?
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I can only imagine
how the chaos of the Universe might look
without sex binding us to Earth.
We , a s m a t t e r , a r e i n a c y c l e , u n a w a r e ,
observing our civilization
like an animal observes the wild,
watching energy surge without source.
Wo m e n c h a n n e l t h e w o r l d i n t o t h e m s e l v e s ,
as, for them, God grows from the world;
God is She whose dominion She carries.
Men discriminate between gravities,
as, for them, God is master of the world;
God is He who carries His dominion.
Narcissus found a deathly balance
between the mirror and the rose.
Between him and the two poles
Stand souls at every step,
But on their own, nobody truly Knows,
As we grow from the to and fro;
As the next step to God is Unity.
But the Cosmos suggests a Unity so large
that we could never understand
as Atlas stands under Earth.
The epistemic distance stares us in the face.
The knowledge men possess:
I s t h e r e w a r d f o r a c h i e v i n g p o w e r,
I s a r e f l e c t i o n o f t h e w o r l d t h e y m a s t e r,
a n d f r o m a b i g g e r w o r l d , a b i g g e r G o d m a y g r o w.
Growth is knowledge consuming us.
B y t h i s a s s e m b l y o f o r d e r,
the path to our little God is paved.
Just so, in a world too dense to navigate,
the collective corpus knows when to kill itself off.
All conflicting sects
build towards the perfect orgasm;
the divine conception.
We a r e a n i m a l s l a v e s ; r e a l i t y i s c r u e l .
Ti m e , a l s o , i s u n b e a r a b l y c r u e l ;
that we cannot immortalize The Moment,
t h a t i s t r u e c r u e l t y.
Unless all of time is a single movement,
The Cosmic Moment, immortalized
As a cycle we build ourselves upon.
Suffering teaches simplicity as truth,
failure is replaced with success,
and thus people are encoded,
and thus the world is deflected.

Sweep the Temple
Peter
Page
Illustration: The Virgin of Guadalupe (Dali), Atlas bearing the world.
Composed by Peter Page

The quest for total dominion
i s t o s e e a n d r e f l e c t t h r o u g h e v e r y m i r r o r o f r e a l i t y,
And to plant a seed in every temple.
I believe you could judge every person
by this standard of truth,
and find them where they are lost
beneath the ocean of this world.

